We show that four orthographic projections of two rigidly linked points are compatible with at most four interpretations of the relative three-dimensional positions of the points if the points rotate about a fixed axis-even when the points as a system undergo arbitrary rigid translations.
INTRODUCTION
Psychophysical experiments by Johansson' and others indicate that human observers can perceive the relative threedimensional (3-D) positions and motions of moving points from displays containing as few as two points. This ability is not explained by most current theoretical accounts of the recovery of 3-D structure from two-dimensional motion because most accounts require more than two points or place excessive restrictions on the 3-D motions that can be analyzed. Among the analyses requiring more than two points is that of Hoffman and Bennett, 2 who prove that three orthographic projections 3 of three points that rotate rigidly about a fixed axis are compatible with at most one 3-D interpretation (plus an orthographic projection). Similarly, Ullman 4 has shown that three orthographic projections of four noncoplanar points in a rigid configuration are compatible with at most one 3-D interpretation (plus reflection). Among the analyses requiring only two points but placing excessive restrictions on the 3-D motions that can be analyzed is that of Hoffman and Flinchbaugh, 5 who prove that three orthographic projections of two points that are constrained to rotate rigidly in a single plane (not necessarily parallel to the image plane) are compatible with at most one 3-D interpretation (plus reflection).
Similarly, Hoffman and Bennett 2 have shown that three views of two rigidly linked points are compatible with at most one interpretation (plus reflection) if the points are constrained to rotate at constant angular velocity about a fixed axis that is parallel to the image plane.
A fundamental problem in the recovery of 3-D structure from image motion is the intrinsic ambiguity: there are always an infinite number of 3-D interpretations compatible with the image motion, regardless of the number of successive frames available and regardless of the type of projection (e.g., orthographic versus perspective). To obtain a unique 3-D interpretation one must always exploit some constraint or restriction on the possible 3-D motions. In this paper we explore the constraint of rigid fixed axis motion, since work by Ullman 4 indicates that rigidity alone is insufficient to obtain a unique 3-D interpretation from the motions of only two points. We show in Section 2 that four views of two points rotating rigidly about a fixed axis (an axis not parallel to or orthogonal to the image plane) and undergoing arbitrary translations (the same translation for each point) are compatible with at most four interpretations of the relative 3-D positions of the points. We then note that a fifth view yields a unique interpretation and makes zero the probability that randomly chosen image points will yield a 3-D interpretation. In Section 3 we show, using upper semicontinuity techniques, that imposing the additional constraint that the points rotate at a constant angular velocity, instead of adding a fifth view, also yields a unique interpretation that is correct with probability one. All the proofs yield closed-form solutions. points rotate about a fixed axis-even if the system of points undergoes arbitrary translations. Adding a fifth view yields a unique interpretation and makes zero the probability that randomly chosen points will lead to any interpretation.
Proof. Call the two points 0 and A. Let ai be the vector In addition we expect that the vectors ai should all lie on a cone whose vertex is at 0. Consequently we can write that the heads of the vectors ai are coplanar:
To solve these four equations it is useful to express the as's in terms of components. Let ai = (xi, yi, zi). Assume that the line of sight lies along the z axis. Then the xi's and yi's are known directly from the views. The four zi's are unknown and must be solved for. Equations (2.1) can be expressed in terms of components as
(2.3b) (2.3c) Equation (2.2) can be expressed in terms of components as are reflections of each other. Note that the projection of the point 0 must lie on the line passing through the minor axis of the ellipse for there to be an interpretation. The probability of this happening for randomly chosen points in the plane is zero. Consequently the probability is zero that randomly chosen points will lead to a 3-D interpretation.
CONSTANT ANGULAR VELOCITY
In this section we prove the following claim:
* Given four orthographic projections of two points rotating rigidly and at a constant angular velocity about a fixed axis, there is a unique interpretation (plus reflection) for the 3-D structure and motion that is compatible with the projections. Furthermore the probability is zero that four views of two points chosen at random will lead to an interpretation.
Referring again to Fig. 1 , it is clear that the constraint of constant angular velocity can be expressed by the following equations: In terms of components these become Assuming that the points rotate at a constant angular velocity, instead of adding a fifth point, also yields a unique interpetation that is correct with probability one.
It should be reiterated that the examples examined in Section 3 are not merely for illustration but actually constitute rigorous proofs because of the upper semicontinuity result cited in that section. This proves that the probability of "false targets," i.e., the probability that randomly moving points will be assigned a To prove that if these equations have solutions then generically they have but one solution (plus reflection), we note Our technique of proof for the claim of Section 3 is based on the principle of upper semicontinuity, which may be stated for our purposes as follows:
Let S be a system of algebraic (polynomial) equations in complex projective space of arbitrary dimension. Suppose that the coefficients of the equations in S depend algebraically on some parameters, which vary in a complex space C. Then the function assigning to each point P C (i.e., to each set of values of the parameters) the number N(P) of solutions (including multiplicities) to the equations S for that choice of parameter values is upper semicontinuous in the Zariski topology on Cn.
In the Zariski topology the closed sets are algebraic varieties (solution sets of polynomial equations). Recall that a function is upper semicontinuous if the locus of points where it assumes a value greater than or equal to some given value is a closed set. Hence the upper semicontinuity principle translates into the following: Given any integer m, the set T of points P Cn, where N(P) > m is the solution set of a family of polynomial equations.
The importance of this principle here follows from the fact that proper Zariski closed subsets of C (proper algebraic varieties in C) have measure zero in C, and similarly those points on the variety having real coordinates form a measure zero subset of the set of all points in C with real coordinates, i,e., of Rn c Cn, Thts tho probahility is zero that a randomly chosen real point of Cn will lie on a given proper algebraic variety.
In our case, the system of equations S is the system con- 8 . Therefore to show that the probability of false targets is zero, we only have to show that V is a proper subvariety of C8, i.e., it suffices to produce one point in C 8 that is not in V. This was done in Section 3.
The proof of uniqueness also uses upper semicontinuity techniques. Let Tm and V be as above. We have To = C 5 , and T 1 is the variety in C 5 that we called V. In our case, since solutions come in pairs corresponding to reflection about the image plane, T 1 = T 2 , T 3 = T 4 , and so forth. To prove that the probability of unique interpretation is one, we want to show the following: If V(R) denotes the set of points in V with real coordinates, and T 4 (R) denotes the set of points in T 4 with real coordinates, then T 4 (R) has measure zero in V(R).
As with false targets, the proof is based on producing a point in V(R) that is not in T 4 (R)-which was done in Section 3. This implies (by the upper semicontinuity principle) that T 4 is a proper algebraic subvariety of V. One cannot conclude from this alone that T 4 has measure zero in V, for it is a priori possible that V may be reducible, i.e., it may consist of several components, say of equal dimension, one or more of which constitute T 4 . It can be shown in our case, using the approach of Hoffman and Bennett, 2 that all components of V other than T 4 have dimension less than T 4 , so that the uniqueness claim does follow from the test point produced in Section 3. Note that this consideration does not arise in the false targets proof, for there we are starting with To = C 5 , which is irreducible.
